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How are business schools thinking about developing leaders for the emerging digital economy? Is there aset of core principles we can apply to thinking about the enabling potential of information technologies
and their consequences for business and society? We present a business-centric framework and a technology-
centric framework that together form a blueprint for answering these questions. The business-centric framework
articulates three compelling reasons why information technology (IT) matters in business: (1) IT continually
transform industry and society, (2) executive decisions about IT investments, governance, and strategy are
critical to organizational success, and (3) deriving value from increasingly available data trails deﬁnes effective
decision making in the digital economy. However, our conversations with the leadership of 45 business schools
and our subsequent data indicate that business schools are challenged by effectively training future executives
to think about these reasons and act on them as part of a forward-looking program of business education
that is grounded in stable concepts. In response, the technology-centric framework provides a set of grounding
concepts and stable principles about IT that have emerged over the last four decades, and leads to a natural
set of consequences that can inform thinking about IT in business. We illustrate how these complementary
frameworks—business and technology—can be combined to frame an educational program by outlining a set
of key questions, by placing these questions in the context suggested by our frameworks, and by providing
guidelines toward answering them. These questions also deﬁne a natural path for future research about IT in
business and society that will lead to stronger intellectual foundations for the ﬁeld and deﬁne future education
that is better grounded in concepts and theories that emerge from academic research.
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1. Introduction
How should business schools educate managers for
a global economy in which information technolo-
gies are increasingly central? There is a great deal
of interest among the leading business schools in
answering this question as part of a program that
is simultaneously forward looking and grounded in
stable concepts. Based on a multiyear series of inter-
views with business school deans and numerous panel
discussions at academic conferences, our research
provides a blueprint for a core set of concepts, frame-
works, and questions that every future executive must
understand and answer to think creatively and effec-
tively about information technologies and their con-
sequences for business and society.
The motivation for this study is simple. In today’s
business world, information technologies are cen-
tral to the development and delivery of a number
of products and services, and are often core to the
product itself. They mediate an increasing fraction
of the interactions among consumers, within ﬁrms,
between ﬁrms and their customers, and allow partic-
ipants to continually and ﬂuidly inﬂuence the design
of the synthesized spaces in which the interactions
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occurs. They increase the volume and accuracy of
data generated by such interaction, the ability of ﬁrms
to analyze these data, and their capability to respond
creatively to signals from markets and customers.
As a consequence of the centrality of IT in com-
merce and society, business models in industries that
were stable over many decades face persistent chal-
lenges for the foreseeable future. Success is governed
increasingly by a ﬁrm’s ability to respond to and
inﬂuence the transformation induced by IT, rather
than merely by the ﬁrm’s operational or organi-
zational excellence within the secure conﬁnes of a
stable business model. Consider, for instance, those
companies proﬁled in the best-selling business book
Built To Last, each of which outperformed the mar-
ket in four successive decades, from the early 1950s
to the early 1990s. Of these 18 companies, 12 have
performed worse than the market over the last
decade (Hamel 2003). However, this is not surpris-
ing when we recognize that the industries in which
many of them operate—ﬁnancial services (Citigroup,
American Express), corporate computing (IBM, HP),
mobile handsets (Motorola), consumer electronics and
music (Sony), entertainment (Walt Disney), and retail-
ing (WalMart, Nordstrom)—are among those that IT
has transformed radically over this decade.
IT is not just transformational. It is also a central
determinant of the successful business models and
industry structure of a growing fraction of the econ-
omy. It has become a major driver of productivity
growth, and there is evidence of signiﬁcant variance
in the performance of companies based on how effec-
tively they use IT (Brynjolfsson and Hitt 2000). As
IT becomes cheaper and more ubiquitous, the oppor-
tunities for co-invention and devising organizational
complements that realize the value of technological
inventions grow steadily. There is frequent trade press
speculation about how a new IT like RFID, wireless
broadband, or biometrics, or a new IT-enabled busi-
ness or business model might transform an industry,
or change the way we communicate, market, govern,
and entertain. Expanding connectivity, mobility, and
digital convergence will only accelerate this trend. At
the same time, managers are increasingly concerned
about their inability to make technology decisions
rationally because of the complexity and far-reaching
business consequences of such decisions, and also
because of the need to invent business models and
organizational strategies that take advantage of the
growing centrality of IT in business.
How are business schools thinking about develop-
ing leaders for this type of emerging digital economy?
How should business schools be training students to
assess the threats to business models, and capitalize
on opportunities enabled by emerging information
technologies? Are there some general principles that
can be applied to answer these questions?
We think there are. In this article, we propose
a structure for educating future business executives
about information technologies. We present three cen-
tral reasons that frame the importance of IT in busi-
ness. We provide a set of technological invariants
and the consequences that we conjecture will lead
to stronger conceptual foundations for this educa-
tion. We contextualize these frameworks using a set
of questions that frame a program of education about
IT in business. We summarize what is known about
the answers, and we highlight the natural areas for
future research that might contribute further.
2. IT in Business: Background and
Current Thinking
A schoolwide inquiry into core MBA education was
initiated at New York University’s Stern School of
Business in 2003, reﬂecting the school’s philosophy
that a business course should be organized around
a central question. The basis for this philosophy is
that once this central question is deﬁned, it provides
coherence and stability to education, because it keeps
intellectual content relatively stable while admitting
examples and cases that vary with business context or
the special interests and competencies of the students
and faculty.1
The inquiry at Stern served as a catalyst for broader
thinking about IT in business education. Our initial
program of inquiry culminated in our convening a
1 Consider, for example, what the core questions might be in ﬁnance
and marketing. In ﬁnance, it might be “How do you price assets
and assess their risk?” As new assets emerge, new methods for
pricing them are deﬁned, but the question remains immutable. The
marketing core question could be “How do you best acquire and
retain customers?” Again, cases change as channels and consumer
behaviors evolve, but the question stays the same.
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panel at the December 2004 International Conference
on Information Systems (ICIS), the ﬂagship confer-
ence in IS, to initiate a discussion in the IS com-
munity about questions fundamental to IT in busi-
ness education. During the summer of 2005, we inter-
viewed 45 business school deans about their views on
the importance of IT in business and how it should
be integrated into a business curriculum. The typi-
cal duration of these interviews was 30 to 45 minutes
(although many lasted well over an hour). Thirty-ﬁve
deans participated personally,2 six delegated partici-
pation to an associate dean, and four delegated it to
professors whose responses they maintained reﬂected
the dean’s position. Details about the interviews are
provided in Dhar and Sundararajan (2006). We dis-
cussed these ﬁndings on the plenary panel at the 2005
Workshop on Information Systems and Economics,
at a Harvard Business School (HBS) teaching work-
shop about IT in business in May 2006, and on a ple-
nary panel of the First International Symposium on
IS. We convened another panel at ICIS in December
2006 to add a richer perspective from deans, business
school professors, and inﬂuential IT business writers.
We have had numerous conversations with our aca-
demic peers. Each of these data sources has informed
the analysis that follows.
The current thinking about IT in business educa-
tion can be summarized by the perspective provided
by the deans. Out of 45, 43 were afﬁrmative in their
answer to the question “Do you think that teaching
MBA students about IT in business is necessary?” We
discussed, at some length, the basis for their position,
which is summarized in the following three points.
(1) Information technologies continually transform
business and society. They are a central driver of accel-
erated globalization. They cause major changes in
the structure of industries and shape successful busi-
ness models within them. A large fraction of future
wealth creation will be due to progress in technol-
ogy (and especially information technologies). Suc-
cessful executives in the future will have a clear
understanding of how to think about the transforma-
tive and wealth-generating potential of information tech-
nologies. Roughly half the deans indicated this trans-
formational perspective as their basis for education
about IT in business.
2 Two of these 35 deans responded via e-mail.
(2) Investments in IT are critical to the success of
organizations. Successful managers will be able to
assess and invest in the IT that best supports their
business model. They will institute governance prac-
tices that lead to the appropriate level of investment
in these technologies. They will know how to appro-
priately manage and measure the return on these
investments. They will be equipped to identify the
right inputs into models that form the basis for such
analysis. About a quarter of the respondents fell into
this category.
(3) Innovation and creativity in the use and application
of data for decision making is critical to success as a busi-
ness executive. A growing fraction of these data are
generated and available as a by-product of electronic
commerce. IT deﬁnes the data blueprint of an organi-
zation. Data are key to knowledgeable and effective
decision making. Organizations that base and eval-
uate their decision making on hard data will have
an advantage over those whose data are unavailable
to decision makers. Roughly a quarter of the deans
shared this decision making-oriented view of IT.
3. IT in Business: Conceptual
Foundations
Business schools continually struggle to ﬁnd the right
balance between conceptual rigor and relevance to
current and future practice. This problem becomes
particularly acute for emerging areas where a com-
bination of engineering breakthroughs and empiri-
cal phenomena involving the interaction of human
behavior and information technologies drive the
development, over time, of frameworks and theories.
The problem of how to integrate IT in the business
curriculum has always been tricky, although it was
not particularly important as long as IT could easily
be relegated to the back ofﬁce, managed by specialists.
However, as the economy continues to become more
information oriented and business models become
increasingly IT based, business executives are forced
to understand the transformational impacts of tech-
nologies and to make IT investment and management
decisions that have more far-reaching consequences
for the success of their enterprises.
The IT problem thus cannot be ignored any longer
by a forward-looking business school. The dean of the
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Stern School of Business at New York University, Tom
Cooley, describes the goal of a business school as
Providing a meaningful and serious intellectual expe-
rience, one that prepares students to be leaders in a
complex evolving world    the mission is to under-
stand markets, ﬁrms, and prices as well as to develop
new strategies and discourses for understanding how
they work, how they interact, how they impact society.
(Cooley 2005)
One of Cooley’s points is that when preparing stu-
dents for a career that will span multiple decades,
general theories will have more enduring value than
facts and context that describe the current business
environment. Richard Schmalensee from MIT’s Sloan
School and Edward Snyder from the University of
Chicago echo a similar sentiment, highlighting a belief
in teaching concepts that remain stable within an
evolving business context. Examples of such concepts
include those embodied in the economics of mar-
kets, statistical analysis, human decision making, and
problem solving. At the same time, however, Cooley,
Schmalensee, and Paul Danos of the Tuck School
at Dartmouth speak about the importance of being
forward looking. Considering the extent to which
information technologies will be a part of the wealth
creation process going forward, they say it is impor-
tant that students understand how to think about
these technologies and their consequences.
As we have documented (Dhar and Sundararajan
2006), there is considerable diversity in the extent to
which IT is represented in business education and
how it is delivered. Diversity is not uncommon in the
early stages of education about an emerging area.3
Howard Frank, dean of the University of Maryland’s
Robert H. Smith School of Business, notes that the
lack of theory should not be viewed as an excuse not
to cover areas where theories are still emerging, but
3 Organization theory in the 1960s was described by Herbert Simon
as consisting of “proverbs of administration” often with conﬂict-
ing advice such as “look before you leap” and “he who hesi-
tates is lost.” Over time, more sophisticated theories of organiza-
tion emerged. Empirical computer science, deﬁned by Newell and
Simon (1976) as “the study of the phenomena surrounding com-
puters” has similarly come a long way in the last three decades as
our understanding of human problem solving, machine learning,
and related areas has grown to the point where there is sufﬁcient
conceptual material to offer degree programs in these areas.
which are clearly important for future business lead-
ers. In one of our recent discussions he noted that “It
is not clear to me that any emerging transformational
area can have much theory behind it in the beginning.
In fact, this is precisely the time that an innovative
program should begin to incorporate it into the cur-
riculum.”
Taken to its extreme, Frank’s point might imply
that business schools that are too conservative in
this respect might be looking for the keys under the
proverbial lamppost just because the light is there
while ignoring more critical educational imperatives
as they wait for the light to emerge. For example, the
models of inventory management that are a staple in
most core MBA operations courses have not changed
over the last decades. The former dean of the Whar-
ton School, Patrick Harker, notes that over the same
period, however, the fraction of the gross domestic
product (GDP) generated by the service economy has
increased dramatically, and the important operations
problems most U.S. executives need to be familiar
with have more to do with managing services rather
than with the procurement or assembly of physical
goods.
Although Frank’s broader point is well taken, we
argue that IT in business does in fact have a stable
conceptual grounding. Our position is that we have
had sufﬁcient evidence over the last four decades
to identify certain principles that enable us to inter-
pret the past and make reasonable predictions about
current and future issues facing business executives
relating to information technologies. We refer to these
principles as invariants because we expect them to
hold for the foreseeable future and to serve as foun-
dations for thinking about IT in business and soci-
ety. We do not mean to imply that these invariants
are exhaustive. However, they provide a sufﬁciently
solid conceptual basis for us to outline the issues and
questions business schools should be thinking about
to strengthen their education.
What are these invariants? If we consider the his-
tory of IT in business in the last 40 years, three emerge
indisputably.
The ﬁrst technological invariant is the rendering
of things as information, and in particular, as dig-
itally represented information. A bank balance is
information about wealth (occasionally rendered into
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physical money). Music, voice, and video are infor-
mation about frequency, pitch, and color, and the rate
at which these change. A trading strategy is a set of
rules and algorithms (code) that act on information. A
commercial drug is information rendered into chem-
icals in a capsule. Each of these kinds of information
can be digitized. Once digitized, this information is
amenable to a variety of forms of computation and
transport.
The second invariant is the sustained exponen-
tial growth of hardware power, bandwidth, storage,
and the accompanying miniaturization of IT-based
devices. Moore’s law is an empirical rendition of this
phenomenon. As the power of IT crosses various
thresholds, the capabilities it enables causes disrup-
tive shifts in markets and society. Massive paralleliza-
tion and the move of functionality and reliability to
software (epitomized by Google’s current approach to
radically more effective large-scale computing using
mass-market hardware) are accelerating this trend.
The ﬁnal invariant is the most subtle and pro-
vides real power to the ﬁrst two. It is the sus-
tained increase in programmability, in a modular way,
whereby increased complexity can be aggregated,
codiﬁed, and eventually integrated into standardized
software platforms. It allows capability to be added
to existing IT-based general purpose devices merely
by the addition of software, or a set of digital instruc-
tions. It allows other software to call on and use this
capability. Modularity is fundamental to the increas-
ingly powerful transformative effect of IT on business
and society. The addition and improvement of modu-
lar layers can enable capabilities and business models
that would not exist otherwise. Modular programma-
bility allows devices to cross thresholds that make
them suitable for purposes that were previously not
feasible or practical.
Programmability is not a new idea. In the 1960s,
Herbert Simon characterized decision making on a
continuum of programmability, predicting that com-
puters would replace programmable organizational
functions, leaving humans to handle the nonprogram-
mable tasks, especially those involving interpersonal
communication and judgment. Although aggres-
sive, Simon’s predictions have materialized, with
information-processing infrastructures of increasing
complexity becoming programmed and available as
Figure 1 A Technology-Centric View of IT in Business
Digital representation
Technology-mediated
spaces and interfaces
Information separates
from its artifacts
Consequences
Modularity
Computing power Shared IT platforms ofgrowing functionality
Technological invariants
modules that handle entire processes from order tak-
ing to fulﬁllment, inventory, and customer support,
functions that previously required more active inter-
vention by human beings.
Why are these three invariants relevant to business?
They are relevant because when combined they lead
to at least three consequences of future importance, as
summarized in Figure 1. There may be other conse-
quences of this kind that are derived in the future, and
the technological invariants provide a basis for identi-
fying them. There clearly is a process of innovation by
individuals, ﬁrms, and decentralized groups of indi-
viduals acting collectively, that connects the invariants
to these consequences. Although we acknowledge the
importance of such innovation, we do not describe it
in this paper. Instead, we focus on the outcomes—
the major consequences of the technological invari-
ants that seem to recur, rather than the process of
technological innovation that causes each to emerge.
What are these consequences? First, digital rep-
resentation in conjunction with the growth in
processing and communications power facilitates the
separation of information from a growing number of arti-
facts. Digitization makes this separation feasible, the
exponential growth in the power of hardware and
network bandwidth makes it practical, and modularity
makes the associated rendering of the information
possible via software running on a general-purpose
device. For example, the capability to digitize music
existed for a long time before the commercial digiti-
zation of music, which occurred only when there was
a high-capacity storage medium inexpensive enough
to hold the hundreds of megabits that comprise
a three-minute song, and a special-purpose mass-
market hardware device, the CD player, powerful
enough to render these millions of bits in real time.
Even so, music remained tied to a tangible artifact,
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the CD, which required a special-purpose device to
render its information. The separation of the digi-
tal information contained in a song from this artifact
became useful only when there was sufﬁcient band-
width to easily send and receive these millions of
bits, and when enough consumers owned sufﬁciently
powerful general-purpose computers that could run
the software capable of such rendering. The digitiza-
tion of voice telephony and video has occurred for
long-haul transmission and the separation of digi-
tal video from its artifact, the DVD, is imminent as
user-generated video sites like YouTube gain popu-
larity and innovative delivery technologies (like the
peer-to-peer streaming video of Joost in 2007) gain
mainstream adoption. Most money has been sepa-
rated from its operational artifact, the bank note.
The separation of information from its artifacts
alters the fundamental economics of a number of
industries. Their products become information goods,
often subject to network economics, and whose chan-
nels are software based. Music, ﬁlm, and publishing
are early examples; there will be more. Recall that
music was not considered a part of the IT industry 20
years ago.
Second, IT infrastructures become progressively
larger, more powerful, and more accessible. They
become more powerful because hardware is faster,
software can be layered in a modular fashion, and
their combined capability becomes more accessible as
network bandwidth continues to grow. This trend has
characterized the IT industry over the last 50 years,
from the emergence of standard commercial comput-
ers in the 1950s and 1960s, the creation of the ﬁrst
standardized platform, the IBM System/360, through
the recent availability of billion-dollar, off-the-shelf
enterprise resource planning and supply chain man-
agement software platforms, and to the on-demand
retailing and search platforms of Amazon.com and
Google.
The emergence of these infrastructures can cause
the capability to develop and manage generic complex
IT infrastructures of commercial value to diminish in
importance over time (Carr 2003), but this has always
been the case. Each of the developments that “com-
moditizes” some aspect of IT and reduces the return
on being able to develop this IT is also accompanied
by an increase in the relevance and impact of IT on
business.4 As noted by Vijay Gurbaxani, this leads to
an increase in total business spending on IT (Gurbax-
ani 2003), and often, a dramatic shift in the business
models and structure of industries that were once
not considered part of the IT industry. The interpre-
tation of the recent visibility of powerful and shared
infrastructures as evidence of the commoditization
and shrinking importance of IT to business profes-
sionals misses a deeper point, namely, that the larger
shared infrastructures create signiﬁcant opportunities
and threats for companies, which must be explicitly
addressed when framing corporate strategy. Capa-
bilities to build IT infrastructures always get com-
moditized over time. What is important is what these
large shared infrastructures enable, and the extent of
change they engender.
The “platformization” of capabilities need not be
radical, but can be incremental. For example, the
ability to represent audio digitally combined with
the increasing power of hardware and its capabil-
ity to run increasingly sophisticated algorithms leads
to a steady improvement in digital speech recogni-
tion over time. Early innovators may indeed bene-
ﬁt from developing, commercializing, and using such
technology. However, our framework suggests that
this functionality will be integrated into a platform of
some sort (perhaps an operating system) over time.
The integration is possible because of the modularity
of software, and is commercially viable because the
hardware running the platform eventually becomes
sufﬁciently powerful.
The third major consequence of the three invari-
ants is a growth in society of the importance and
variety of “spaces of interaction” that are mediated
4 More speciﬁcally, the emergence of commercially available com-
puters in the 1950s and 1960s increased their use in business and
research (although reducing the value of being able to build one).
The availability of the IBM System/360 with a standardized oper-
ating system facilitated this further (but reduced the value of being
able to develop and deploy specialized business applications). The
availability of off-the-shelf enterprise resource planning and supply
chain management software lets more ﬁrms use them to manage
their operations (although managing the building of customized
ﬁrmwide information systems becomes a less critical capability
for modern managers). A potential online vendor can now sim-
ply “plug into” Amazon.com’s retailing platform in exchange for a
per-transaction fee rather than needing to build electronic shopping
systems from scratch.
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Figure 2 A Business-centric View of IT in Business
Data
Investments
Transformation
Timespan of decision impact
Relative importance
as turbulence grows
Frequency
of decisions
Situations and decisions that are lower
down in the pyramid are made less often,
but their implications play out over a longer
timespan, the scope of their implications is
broader across the company, and they affect
the company’s fortunes over a longer period.
The importance of the lower layer of the pyramid
grows with industry turbulence. Transformation is
more likely and more frequent;  improvements in
gaining value from existing data may not
materialize because of the pending obsolescence
of the business model that forms their premise.
by IT. The fundamental difference between these
synthesized spaces that foster computer-mediated
communication and the “built spaces” (Lessig 2000)
that govern behavior in the physical world is that
the former are shaped continuously and ﬂuidly by
the participants who occupy them. More powerful
infrastructure allows participants to support the com-
plex interfaces of these spaces. Software modularity
enables these spaces to evolve and lets participants
build new ones with little effort. Progress in hard-
ware facilitates mobility in the device that renders this
space. The digital representation of everything facili-
tates exchange mediated by these spaces: Devices can
organize and manipulate information in a way not
previously possible, giving rise to new social struc-
tures and business models, and disrupting existing
ones. Contrast this with the pace of change in tele-
phonic or face-to-face communication that analog net-
works or physically built spaces mediate.
The three consequences of these invariants describe
a technology-centric view of thinking about IT and
its consequences for business and society. In the
rest of this section, we elaborate on an alternative
business-centric view of IT that is based on the three
reasons identiﬁed in §2 explaining why IT matters
in business. Bringing together the technology- and
business-centric views leads to a natural set of gen-
eral questions about information technologies in busi-
ness. We describe these questions in §4 and elaborate
on how these complementary views can deﬁne and
frame education and future research.
Figure 2 illustrates a business-centric view that
encapsulates the three reasons why IT matters in busi-
ness. This pyramid provides a classiﬁcation that can
situate and contextualize any decision that relates to
IT in business. The industry and business transforma-
tions enabled by IT, depicted in the lowest layer of the
pyramid, occur relatively infrequently in any indus-
try. The scope of the related situations and decisions
is broad, however, often requiring a radical rethinking
of a ﬁrm’s business model and strategy. Executives
therefore need to be vigilant about how information
technologies might be transforming their industries
and must be able to anticipate future transformation
before it occurs. We illustrate this with examples in
the following section.
The IT investments and related strategic choices that
form the next layer are made in the context of the suc-
cessful business models established by the transfor-
mation that has occurred at the base. Typical decisions
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involve optimizing spending on information tech-
nologies by aligning these investments with the ﬁrm’s
business strategy, the design and implementation of
the processes that employ the technologies, and by
instituting the appropriate IT governance structures.
While these investment decisions tend to have multi-
year impacts, especially those pertaining to platforms
and infrastructure, payoffs typically depend on exe-
cution and management review on a more frequent
basis.
At the top of the IT pyramid are problems relat-
ing to the generation, effective use, and governance
of a ﬁrm’s data. A larger volume of data is generated
each year as commerce becomes increasingly elec-
tronic and technology-mediated spaces grow in their
scope and importance. The situations that executives
will face more frequently in the future relate to gen-
erating the right data and making sure that the orga-
nization has sufﬁcient “information liquidity.”5 It also
requires making data governance choices that trade
off the value of data as an asset with the potential lia-
bility that its inappropriate use might impose. Success
with data depends directly on the ﬁrm’s IT infras-
tructure, and thus on the ﬁrm’s IT investments and
strategy. Further, the value, stability, and appropriate
use of data depend on the nature and stability of the
business models deﬁned by any prior transformation
in the industry. It is possible, however, that innovative
investments by individual companies at the higher
layers of the pyramid will lead to capabilities that are
responsible for future industry transformation.
The relative importance of each layer will vary
across industries and across time. In industries that
are more turbulent (or which have a higher clock-
speed in the terminology of Mendelson and Pillai
1998), executives are more likely to focus attention on
the implications of IT-related transformation, because
understanding impending shifts in business models
can be central to a ﬁrm’s survival. Efforts towards
gaining value from data or in choosing the right IT
investments may not pay off if the business model
of a ﬁrm is likely to change in the near future. This
5 We refer to information liquidity as the ability of an organization
to transform its data assets into information that can be used for
decision making. The concept is more fully explained in Dhar and
Sundararajan (2000).
is because IT investments that are not aligned with
a ﬁrm’s strategy often fail, and a ﬁrm’s strategy in
turn depends on the business models that will be suc-
cessful for its industry. On the other hand, in more
stable industries, the IT investment and data layers
gain more importance. Indeed, evidence suggests that
when market sizes can be reliably estimated man-
agers make bold capital decisions that often pay off
(Christiansen 1997). They can also deﬁne exactly what
data are needed to make good decisions, and invest
heavily in generating this data, sometimes by mak-
ing the decisions necessary to facilitate its creation.
After all, decisions lead to data, which lead to deci-
sions. Industry stability makes it more likely that
these investments will pay off.6
4. IT in Business: Bridging
Education and Research
To provide context to the bidirectional framework
we have laid out in §3, we ask what fundamen-
tal questions these technology-centric and business-
centric views suggest? The answers to these questions
and the questions themselves frame what future exec-
utives need to be educated about. The questions also
deﬁne a path for research about IT in business that is
most likely to link research to education in a manner
that strengthens its intellectual foundations. Educa-
tion about a successful business discipline is typically
informed by the research conducted by its academics.
The core body of knowledge that is imparted to stu-
dents should have its foundations in the primary (cur-
rent or past) programs of research that engage the
scholars of the ﬁeld. The uniformity and conceptual
6 The ﬁnancial services industry is a good example of a low-
turbulence, but highly information-intensive industry, where busi-
ness models are relatively stable and well deﬁned, and ﬁrms look to
squeeze value from scale, advantages in risk management systems,
proprietary algorithms, and better customer service. For ﬁnancial
companies, it makes sense to invest in creating information assets
because the business model is stable and payoffs can be quantiﬁed.
In contrast, media and communication companies are in a highly
turbulent environment where information technologies are playing
a key role in redeﬁning business models, and where markets and
industry boundaries are being redeﬁned. Deﬁning the data that
are useful and putting structures in place for their generation and
governance seems like a less compelling focus when the business
models the data inform are subject to imminent change.
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strength of education about IT in business will there-
fore be accelerated if academic research addresses
those questions that are central to the ﬁeld and most
effectively inform its desired educational content.
Before presenting our questions, two points are
worth noting. First, we do not intend to articulate
a comprehensive set of questions, although we have
aimed to be fairly exhaustive. We present a set that
can currently frame a program of education about
IT in business, and which also represents impor-
tant immediate directions for academic inquiry that
are likely to have lasting value. Second, we summa-
rize some of what is known about how to answer
these questions largely in the context of prior the-
ory and current business cases that illustrate their
importance, while brieﬂy summarizing what further
research and thinking might add to what is known.
The former is meant to suggest how these questions
might be addressed in a classroom setting, and the
latter aims to inﬂuence future academic inquiry. This
integrative approach is most likely to fulﬁll our goal
of future education about IT in business that has
stronger research-based conceptual foundations.
4.1. Business-centric Questions
The ﬁrst set of questions ﬂows from the business-
centric framework of IT in business. These relate
directly to issues of immediate importance to busi-
nesses. The questions themselves can be used to
deﬁne a program of education (a course, for instance,
or a module of an executive education sequence)
about IT in business.
4.1.1. How Does IT Transform Industries and
Change the Boundaries Between Them? IT-driven
industry transformation is often a result of combin-
ing two consequences of the technological invari-
ants, the separation of information from its artifacts
and the emergence of powerful shared infrastruc-
tures like the Internet or OS-based general-purpose
hardware. This combination shifts the capabilities and
functionality that mediate channels and consump-
tion interfaces into software that is eventually instal-
lable on general-purpose devices of increasing power.
As a result, physical network ownership or channel
access becomes less of a basis for sustainable com-
petitive advantage, replaced instead by ownership of
the standard for the rendering interface, and some-
times an algorithm for the effective transport of infor-
mation over a shared general-purpose network. The
erosion of proﬁts for the owners of the microwave
radio relay networks in long-distance telephony is an
early illustration of this phenomenon.7 If we apply the
technology-centric framework to analyze changes in
the competitive forces that determine industry struc-
ture (Porter 1979) in this context of long-distance
wireline voice, we get a useful historical illustra-
tion of transformation that could have been predicted
well in advance of its occurence. A similar blend-
ing of the technology-centric framework and Porter’s
model can be applied to analyze how the emergence
of high-speed general-purpose wireless data trans-
port threatens incumbent cellular service providers
whose ability to provide a service—mobile voice
communication—relies on the ownership of propri-
etary (and special-purpose) wireless networks. We
have found that this is a fascinating current classroom
discussion topic across undergraduates, MBAs, and
executives, because it predicts transformation that
is yet to occur, and leads to a realization of how
the ﬁrst two technological invariants constantly blur
boundaries between previously disparate industries,
like cable TV and wireline telephony, or mobile com-
puting and cellular handsets. Choosing appropriate
shorter-term strategies for incumbents—whether to
cannibalize existing business by building new infras-
tructures versus deterring entry—provides a com-
plementary debate. Future research can inform this
debate through empirical work linking such transfor-
mation to the evolution of industry proﬁts over time,
7 More speciﬁcally, the AT&T “Long Lines” circuit-switched net-
work carried a vast majority of the long-distance voice and long-
haul television trafﬁc from the 1940s to the 1980s. Ownership of
this relatively “special purpose” network was the basis for AT&T’s
high proﬁt margins from their long-distance business. In the mid
1980s, AT&T resisted the move to networks based on the packet-
switching technology that forms the basis for today’s Internet. This
architecture also makes the network content and user agnostic. That
is, the Internet carries data with little awareness of whether the
data represents voice, video, text, images, or music, and from any
device with a valid IP address to any other. The “intelligence” of
the network is at its edges, the computers connected to the Internet
that use it for data transport. As a consequence, ownership of a
network is no longer necessary to provide a product or service that
requires access to infrastructure for widespread digital information
transmission or exchange.
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and through theory that deﬁnes the scope and sus-
tainability of IT-enabled transformation of this kind.
A second way in which IT is fundamentally trans-
formative is that it can replicate and often vastly
improve on, in an automated and scalable way, the
matching that forms the basis for many industries.
As a consequence, ﬁrms that provide intermedia-
tion face a constant threat of potential transforma-
tion that is caused by IT. We have witnessed this
already in secondary ﬁnancial markets (brokerage,
exchanges). The transformation of advertising that is
underway because of Google and Yahoo is a more
current example. More speciﬁcally, the emergence of
Google’s shared search infrastructure has led to an
increase in the precision of intent expressed by con-
sumers that can be captured by ﬁrms, and the time-
liness with which this intent can be responded to.
Applying the technology-centric framework suggests
that as these infrastructures become more powerful,
they will capture intent with greater precision. As
portable devices become more powerful and enable
new spaces of interaction, the number of points of
contact at which this intent is captured will grow.
The mobility of these devices will allow the scope
of situations in which precise and timely responses
can be provided by sellers to expand considerably. As
these IT-mediated spaces of interaction become more
popular and powerful, the scope of intent expressed
will become richer—not just a few keywords, but
perhaps also including richer visual and auditory
cues. This might suggest a future for the advertis-
ing industry that is almost exclusively intent driven
and based on narrowcasting instead of broadcasting.
Viewed in another way, although narrowcasting is not
yet widely viable because most consumer intent can-
not be reliably inferred or responded to today, it will
become increasingly widespread as the capabilities of
technology to capture intent grow over time.
Future industries that may be candidates for trans-
formation that is driven by matching being subsumed
by an IT-based system include media intermediation
as well as brokerage of other forms (real estate and
insurance, for example). The often-discussed example
of primary ﬁnancial markets, the richest intermedi-
ation industry, is more complex. Although Google’s
Internet-based IPO was a mixed success, it was con-
ducted within an industry structure where channel
access to the large institutional investors was con-
trolled by incumbent ﬁrms. If a signiﬁcant fraction
of revenues for a bank are derived from proprietary
trading based on pools of information gained from
their primary business of intermediation, a business
model that relies on trading proﬁts could be under
serious threat if this primary business is changed
by IT.
To summarize, as the power of shared infrastruc-
tures and the ubiquity of IT-mediated spaces grow,
increasingly complex matching can be done by infor-
mation technologies. The scope of transformation this
will engender depends on the extent to which auto-
mated systems can assess product quality and buyer
preferences, and the extent to which parallel progress
in information technologies increases the complexity
of the products and services in question. This repre-
sents an important direction for future research.
4.1.2. How Do Platforms Alter Existing Business
Models and Create New Ones? The shared infras-
tructures of increasing power that emerge as a con-
sequence of the technological invariants often lead to
the emergence of platforms whose importance and
scope expands well beyond the conﬁnes of the IT
industry. Loosely deﬁned, these platforms are now
some combination of channel access, functionality
embedded in an IT system, physical assets, and asso-
ciated business processes. Because of the modular-
ity of IT, we call these agglomerations platforms—not
just shareable, but which can be built upon by oth-
ers. For example, Amazon.com has created a con-
sumer commerce platform that, while performing
the IT tasks associated with ordering and payment
in electronic commerce, also includes access to mil-
lions of customers, processes for effective scalable
direct fulﬁllment (a competency that Amazon was
able to establish before anyone else), and the asso-
ciated physical assets, like warehouses and trucking.
This platform is the backbone of Amazon’s online
retailing business model. Further, it generates sub-
stantial high-margin platform revenues from corpo-
rate customers like Lands End and Target, as well as
millions of smaller sellers who use the platform in
exchange for a fee. It would not be surprising if Ama-
zon continues to generate an increasing fraction of its
revenues by providing such platform-based services
to sellers and buyers in the future.
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Whether a ﬁrm like Amazon should grow the
portion of its business that provides platform-based
services rather than making its platform a basis for
proprietary competitive advantage in its core retailing
business appears to be open for debate. This debate
can be informed by recognizing that WalMart had the
elements of a comparable aggregation of IT, best-in-
industry fulﬁllment processes, and manufacturer rela-
tionships that could have been assembled into a plat-
form for ofﬂine commerce, but which it chose to keep
proprietary, much like American Airlines did with its
SABRE system (Christiaanse and Venkatraman 2002).
WalMart became the largest retailer in history, but its
stock price has been ﬂat or declining for many years
now. The comparison with eBay, which has chosen to
restrict its business to pure matching rather than cre-
ating a platform encompassing other trade processes,
is also instructive. In contrast, ITC’s eChoupal (Upton
and Fuller 2004), which is far less IT-centric in the
mix of assets it offers, has grown successfully in the
last ﬁve years into a platform-based business for rural
commerce, with a presence in tens of thousands of
villages, leveraged and built upon by over 100 corpo-
rate customers who use the platform to deliver their
products and services.
Challenges to and changes in business models do
not have to involve platform ownership or trading off
exclusive use with platform-based revenues. The exis-
tence of these shared infrastructures and their use by
smaller businesses who can now access the resources
once conﬁned to Fortune 500 companies often causes
fundamental changes in the demand patterns across
industries. An empirical example of this is in the
recent evidence of a long tail in electronic commerce
(Anderson 2006, Brynjolfsson et al. 2006, Oestreicher-
Singer and Sundararajan 2006). The use of these plat-
forms also increases the importance of systems and
methods for ensuring the reputation of smaller busi-
nesses (Dellarocas 2003, Ba and Pavlou 2002, Ghose
et al. 2007). The latter topics are active areas of applied
research in IS and beyond.
A related direction of future intellectual inquiry
is based on a casual empirical observation: Many
recent successful start-ups of the Internet era are
distinguished by the fact that they rapidly estab-
lished critical mass by creating and using a new plat-
form, and followed this by monetizing the critical
mass in related markets via an expansion of their
business models. The best known success stories are
Amazon.com and Google. The interesting question is
whether there is a general pattern in how these start-
ups manage to seize a white space, use it to acquire
access to customers, and then expand to monetize
their customer base. Open questions include MyS-
pace, Facebook, and SecondLife.
4.1.3. What Determines Success with a Firm’s
IT Investments? Information technologies continue
to be a growing fraction of corporate capital expen-
diture. There is substantial evidence of variance in
the extent to which ﬁrms succeed with these increas-
ingly large investments. The importance of the ques-
tion posed here has been recognized for a number of
years, and has been the focus of academic inquiry that
draws from a variety of disciplines.
There are at least four known complementary
answers to this question. The ﬁrst focuses on the
importance of choosing the right portfolio of IT
investments (Weill 2003, Aral and Weill 2006) and
managing this portfolio in a manner that is aligned
with the risks and opportunities expressed in a busi-
ness model. The second answer highlights the role
of making the organizational and process invest-
ments that complement IT investments (Brynjolfsson
and Hitt 2000). More speciﬁcally, there is a grow-
ing body of empirical evidence that ﬁrms who suc-
ceed with their IT investments do so because these
investments are accompanied by appropriate changes
in business processes, organizational structures, and
employee compensation practices. The third answer
relates to gaining user acceptance and adoption of the
systems that comprise these investments, and insti-
tuting processes, cultures, and practices that facili-
tate such acceptance (Davis 1989). This theory has
received widespread empirical support in the IS liter-
ature.8
8 A related issue is whether companies with an IT-friendly CEO are
more likely to succeed with their IT investments. A recent MBA
student highlighted this point well with a question based on his
experience, which was “Why do some ﬁrms embrace IT while oth-
ers see it as a necessary evil?” An answer that would beneﬁt from
further inquiry relates to the importance of making IT investments
an integral part of corporate strategy and creating an IT-friendly
organizational culture.
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The fourth answer is that success with IT invest-
ments requires effective IT governance (Weill and
Broadbent 2003), which involves making decisions
about technology that anticipate future demand,
accommodate changing business needs, and align the
capabilities of the IT investments with the ﬁrm’s busi-
ness strategy (Hoque et al. 2005). The emergence of
shared platforms can quickly render ﬁrm-speciﬁc IT
investments obsolete. A critical task of IT governance
is making those investments that anticipate the emer-
gence of increasingly powerful platforms, but offer
the ﬁrm a real return on its proprietary investment,
because there is unlikely to be any excess return from
investments that are rendered obsolete by the emer-
gence of shared platforms. These are difﬁcult deci-
sions, especially because IT infrastructure investments
account for roughly half of all current IT spending.
A number of models that deal with the problem of
reducing the risk of major IT investments have been
proposed. An especially useful one is to view IT as
creating future opportunities or returns that otherwise
would not have existed, or, as a recent paper describes
in detail, as creating digital options (Sambamurthy
et al. 2003) when IT investments are made in stages.
The recent explosion of large-scale business process
and IT outsourcing is an example, because it tends
to allow ﬁrms to mitigate infrastructure investment
risks (although creating others). Indeed, as informa-
tion is separated from its artifact and the power
of shared infrastructures has grown, it has become
increasingly viable to outsource IT investments, often
to offshore locations. As technology-mediated spaces
of interaction grow in their scope, managing such
outsourcing can become more effective. As we dis-
cussed earlier, the technological invariants and their
consequences also suggest that the ability to build and
deploy large-scale IT-based systems has historically
been commoditized over time. Although the complex-
ity and modularity of IT may mean that a utility-like
future is unlikely across the board, this raises tan-
gential questions: Which IT investments should be
proprietary and built in-house? Which investments
should be owned, but based on shared platforms?
Which investments should be outsourced and there-
fore converted into expenses? Put a different way,
how should ﬁrms choose between making, buying,
and leasing/outsourcing IT? Our technology-centric
framework and its consequences suggest a growing
importance of the answers to this question over time.
4.1.4. How Do Firms Effectively Get Value from
and Govern Data? Innovation and creativity in the
use and application of data for decision making are
critical to success as a business executive. Data about
interactions that are increasingly mediated by new
IT-enabled spaces and e-commerce interfaces have
the potential to make ﬁrms a lot more intelligent
than they are today, because current manual processes
often impede the ﬂow and analysis of data. The more
electronic the spaces of interaction between agents,
and the more this interaction involves the transac-
tion of digital goods, the richer and more accurate are
the data trails created, and the greater the possibility
of their intelligent interpretation and summarization
in real time. What is knowable about individuals,
business, and society increases tremendously as such
data become available. Conversely, not recognizing
the nuggets in the data puts a business at a signiﬁcant
disadvantage if its competitors have the infrastructure
to do so.
However, richer data trails do not automatically
imply better decision making. Making effective use
of data is a management challenge, requiring the
right technology decisions, processes, and a culture
where decisions are based on and measured by data
that relate actions to outcomes. Recognizing the links
between internal and external data resources avail-
able to a ﬁrm, and the relationship of these linkages
to decision making is critical to getting value from
data. This is because prior managerial decisions often
deﬁne the data available for future decisions.
Firms that derive value from their data often focus
on investing in data resources while encouraging pre-
dictive modeling, active hypothesis generation, and
testing.9 They manage to squeeze more value out of
their business processes through analytics and pro-
prietary technologies. Research in machine learning
and knowledge discovery from data gives us the abil-
ity to rigorously frame how we think about analy-
sis of this kind (Dhar 1999). As spaces of interaction
9 Indeed, as has been observed by an astute manager in a popular
case on food retailing, analyzing data only about current products
and customers is likely to lead to slow death. As the manager says,
“If you pursue only dollar spinners with your POS system, your
business will slowly contract.”
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become increasingly IT mediated, these data will be
networked, and mining such data will be informed by
emerging research that stems from IS, machine learn-
ing, and the science of complex networks.
The challenge in developing effective decision-
making systems is in making data “liquid,” or easy
to transport, integrate, and analyze. Merely think-
ing of corporate data as an asset whose liquidity
(the ability to convert data into useful information)
deﬁnes part of its value is useful in itself. Although
we have written about this topic in the past (Dhar and
Sundararajan 2000), we are unaware of widely known
theories that explain how to make information more
liquid, and the broader organizational implications
of information liquidity. This represents an important
area for future research.
The explosion of data in business also elevates to
the boardroom the issues of data governance, privacy,
security, and the risks to business and governments
that result from alternative policies and processes.
A critical trade-off when making data governance
choices is between the value of data as an asset
and the potential liability its inappropriate use might
impose. The case of AOL releasing its search records
inadvertently in the summer of 2006 is an early illus-
tration of this trade-off. A discussion of this case
raises a number of related issues of privacy, respon-
sible data use, and what is ethical in a business
world where consumer intent is increasingly trans-
parent. However, theories and frameworks for data
governance are still in their infancy. Future academic
inquiry into this increasingly important issue and its
connection to the growing body of research on IT
security policies would be useful.
The effective governance of data and its appropri-
ate liquidity can inform a related question: What are
leading and lagging indicators of organizational per-
formance, and how can IT be used to identify the
leading ones? For example, how do you construct
internal measurement systems that provide useful
information about the quality of earnings and other
intelligence required to alert management to threats
and opportunities that cannot be identiﬁed from the
ﬁrm’s reported ﬁnancials—the lagging indicators?
4.1.5. Why Do Incumbent Companies Frequently
Miss Large, New IT-Based Opportunities? Business
history is replete with examples of companies that
have missed a new business opportunity because of
the emergence of a new technology to which they
did not pay attention (Christiansen 1997). Often, this
missed opportunity can lead to the loss of an indus-
try leadership position. The explanation is often sim-
ple. New technologies satisfy different (and smaller)
value networks10 than the value network of domi-
nant ﬁrms. The smaller markets are ignored early on
because their size is insufﬁcient to warrant the atten-
tion of large ﬁrms and because the dominant ﬁrms
are listening too carefully to customers who are sim-
ply not interested in the smaller value network. The
newer technologies often replace the existing ones,
and when there is a shift in dominance, it is often too
late for the older leaders to adapt to and deliver in
the new market.
A recent example in ﬁnancial intermediation is
of online consumer-to-consumer payments. PayPal
emerged as the dominant ﬁrm in the consumer-
to-consumer space because it understood how to
leverage IT to intelligently manage the unique
risks associated with a new form of payment
and settlement that was not so important in the
business-to-consumer or business-to-business spaces.
However, its success was also attributable to incum-
bent ﬁrms such as VISA paying attention to the
needs of the larger customers in their existing value
network—traditional and large online retailers—and
perhaps not recognizing the opportunity in the newer
consumer-to-consumer space that valued a different
set of attributes until it was too late.
A similar conceptual basis deﬁnes why success-
ful new IT platforms often emerge on the fringes.
Historically, companies that accomplish successful
platform entry start in niche markets, aim their
products at technologically sophisticated consumers,
and actively avoid head-on competition with an
entrenched incumbent until their platform is suf-
ﬁciently strong. Bresnahan and Greenstein (1999)
explain why this “competitor-ﬂeeing behavior” is a
striking empirical regularity in the successful entry of
new platforms over the last 40 years:
10 A value network can be thought of in terms of the attributes of a
product or service that customers want. Christiansen’s example in
the disk drive industry of a value network is reliability and speed,
whereas an alternative one would be size and toughness.
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The complex and complementary nature of compo-
nents in a computer platform means that it can take
time for a new platform to work well for its users.
As a result, a newly invented platform will be a
weak competitor for established platforms. This weak-
ness leads entrepreneurs making new platforms to ﬂee
competition   .
This observation underlines a key (and perhaps fatal)
strategic error that Netscape made by taking on
Microsoft too early and drawing the incumbent’s
attention to its market before it had the resources for
head-on competition.
In a sense, this ﬁfth question can play an integra-
tive role in a program of education because answer-
ing it requires an understanding of the nature and
importance of platforms, the data that get managerial
attention, and the imminent IT-enabled transforma-
tion likely to occur in the industry.
4.2. Technology-Centric Questions
The second set of questions ﬂow from the conse-
quences of the technology-centric framework of IT in
business. These draw the boundaries around impor-
tant areas of conceptual inquiry that may help answer
current business questions, or those that are yet to
emerge.
4.2.1. How Do the Unique Characteristics of Dig-
ital Goods Impact Business Models? The separation
of information from its artifact across a number of
industries leads to a unique (information goods) cost
structure for such products, characterized by high
ﬁxed costs and near-zero variable costs. The pricing
and production of these products is governed by eco-
nomics that are quite different from those that deﬁne
tangible goods. For example, ﬁrms often proﬁt from
massive bundling of digital goods (Bakos and Bryn-
jolfsson 1999), and from allowing unlimited usage for
a ﬁxed price (Sundararajan 2004b), both radical depar-
tures from the theory of pricing traditional products.
This separation also makes information amenable
to different forms of manipulation and electronic
transport, which leads to an increase in the threat
and prevalence of digital piracy, a phenomenon most
recently visible when (digital) music was separated
from its tangible artifact, the CD. Such a separa-
tion introduces a new set of strategic considerations
relating to the management and granting of digital
rights. Rather than being used anonymously under
the guidelines set forth by intellectual property law,
the rights associated with digital goods—rendering,
copying, reselling, for instance—may be explicitly
determined and controlled by their sellers. A cen-
tral trade-off that this presents is between value and
deterrence (Sundararajan 2004a). The deterrence of
piracy is often linked to the managing of rights and
the choice of a digital rights management platform.
However, restricting the rights that lead to piracy
also diminishes the value of a digital good, possibly
to the point where its market collapses. As broad-
cast TV moves online and home video is separated
from its physical artifact, the DVD, this trade-off
between value and deterrence will be central in deﬁn-
ing leadership and structure in other media and con-
tent industries.
4.2.2. Why Do Network Effects Pervade IT-Based
Businesses and How Do They Alter Strategy? Net-
work effects (an increase in value associated with
an increase in usage or adoption) pervade IT-based
business because of two consequences of the techno-
logical invariants. First, the value of platform-based
products and services increases with their adoption.
This is because their adoption leads to the indepen-
dent development of additional modular applications
and layers of functionality that can enhance the plat-
form’s value, and which often gets integrated into
the platform over time. The multibillion dollar annual
revenue stream that Microsoft has sustained from its
Windows platform for many years can be explained
quite easily by network effects of this kind. The num-
ber of devices whose architecture is platform based
has grown over the years, and this move can be
traced to the technological invariants—more powerful
general-purpose devices running modular software.
The transition of mobile phones from special-purpose
hardwired devices to computers running sophisti-
cated operating systems and applications is a recent
example.
Second, the increasing mediation of spaces of inter-
action by IT makes the value of such spaces increase
with their participation. Although network effects
have always pervaded communication technologies
like the telephone, the fax machine, e-mail, and instant
messaging, their importance grows as the scope of
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interaction between individuals is mediated further
by virtual spaces like Facebook and SecondLife.
Network effects pervade IT-based businesses for
many other reasons. As discussed earlier, matching
of various kinds is increasingly mediated by an IT-
based system. This leads naturally to stronger two-
sided network effects (Parker and Van Alstyne 2005),
which are central to why eBay has managed to sus-
tain its competitive advantage in the online auctions
that mediate a growing spectrum of business activi-
ties (Bapna et al. 2001). Network effects become more
closely associated with IT as an increasing number of
products derive their value from socially constructed
content, which leads to an increase in value as social
networks grow. Their importance is further high-
lighted by the growing popularity and business scope
of peer-to-peer technologies, because a growth in the
number of nodes (or users) in networks such as Bit-
Torrent and Joost increases their quality (Asvasund
et al. 2004).
Past academic research has recognized network
effects, examined why they lead to path-dependent
success (the occasional success of inferior technolo-
gies), and explored the possibility that higher indus-
try concentration may be efﬁcient. These are useful
results for guiding competitive policy in IT industries.
Qualitatively, there is also a clear understanding that
the presence of network effects leads to a trade-off
between openness and control of technology (Varian
and Shapiro 1998). Open technologies are adopted
more rapidly and value is created by a greater num-
ber of sponsors, but control allows ﬁrms that sponsor
a technology to realize more of the value generated by
its success. Concepts that inform strategy for launch-
ing new products that display network effects, the
appropriate way to seed a network, and the right price
path over the life of the product are still fairly nascent.
An important recent development is the recognition
that network effects are local in a growing number of
IT-based products and services (Sundararajan 2007).
As IT pervades a larger segment of the economy, the
importance of such research is likely to grow over
time.
Here is an example of the business importance of
effective answers to these ﬁrst two technology-centric
questions. When software-based interfaces for ren-
dering digital goods (like the iTunes music player,
which renders the digital AAC ﬁles containing the
music purchased from the iTunes store) become chan-
nels, the effective management of the digital rights
associated with the products whose consumption and
commerce they mediate becomes a crucial strategic
imperative. Scale or geographic reach is less impor-
tant. Similarly, the trade-off between the rapid growth
that an open standard facilitates and the future value
capture that a controlled standard yields determine
the value and success that the channel will enjoy. The
success of iTunes is explained most easily by its abil-
ity to make the right decisions on these two issues,
in contrast with their predecessors and competitors.
The example is provided to ﬁrst underline the impor-
tance of research that eventually informs appropri-
ate strategic choices about the effective management
of digital rights. Prior research has highlighted and
informed the trade-off between value and piracy that
underlies the management of digital rights. Similarly,
research on network effects has informed the trade-off
between openness and control. However, making the
right choice is more complex and nuanced than sim-
ply recognizing the trade-off. Future strategy needs to
be informed by new research into the nature of digital
rights; the evolution of intellectual property law in a
digital economy where technology is subsuming roles
that were historically played by the law; the evolution
of standards, and empirical analyses of the relative
advantages of openness and control.
4.2.3. How Does Human Behavior/Interaction
Differ in Spaces Mediated by Information Technol-
ogy? Answers to this question have been provided
by many years of research into how organizational
interaction is changed by the adoption of collabo-
rative technologies like e-mail (Sproull and Kiesler
1986) and groupware (Orlikowski 1992). However, the
implications of answers to this question are no longer
conﬁned to the organization. For example, the value
of new social networking sites like MySpace and
Facebook rests on the nature of interaction between
their participants within this technology-mediated
space, of their participants with the interface, and the
associated data generated by such interaction. The
scope of importance of the sociology of technology-
mediated spaces grows tremendously when they
form the basis for consumer-to-business or consumer-
to-consumer interaction.
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To summarize, the three technology-centric ques-
tions are already the subject of a substantial tradition
of research within business schools and beyond. Each
research tradition is at least 20 years old, and still
vibrant. As the presence of IT-centric business school
research that studies the transformational impact of
IT on business and society grows (Agarwal and
Lucas 2005), the importance of these foundations will
increase.
5. Concluding Remarks and a
Path Forward
Business school and industry leaders are unanimous
about the growing importance of information tech-
nologies in business and society. However, there is a
signiﬁcant disconnect between this perceived impor-
tance and the presence of IT in business school cur-
ricula. Our inquiry over the last three years has been
motivated by this disconnect. Our interviews with
business school leadership explained some of the rea-
sons for this situation, but did not suggest a solution.
Instead, they identiﬁed the challenge of addressing
the disconnect. In a nutshell, this challenge is to be
rigorous, grounded in relatively invariant concepts
that emerge from research, relevant to practice, and
forward looking.
In thinking about this challenge, we have realized
that the last four decades of research and practice
have yielded principles that are useful in analyzing
the effects of IT in business from both a managerial
and research standpoint. From the research perspec-
tive, there are substantial and important questions
whose answers will have signiﬁcant consequences for
the management of IT in business, for entrepreneurial
activities, and in general for how wealth will be
created in the future. From the managerial stand-
point, there are now principles and implications that
can offer executives input into their strategic choices
about information technologies, how to think about
them, and to manage them to achieve business goals.
As a response to this challenge, we have laid out
a blueprint for education about IT in business. The
frameworks we present are based on extensive qual-
itative information gathered from our interviews and
from panels and workshops over the last three years.
The questions and answers we have presented in §4
ﬂow from our frameworks, and frame a program of
education that aims at longevity and conceptual depth.
In any program of business education, the bal-
ance of emphasis between the three reasons that
deﬁne our business-centric framework might vary
across schools, depending on their composition and
the anticipated career paths of their students. We have
successfully designed and delivered an MBA course
based on our blueprint—one-half on transformation,
one-quarter on investments, and one-quarter on data
and decision making.11
A central message of our paper is a call to inte-
grate future academic research about IT in business
more closely with the educational and classroom con-
tent of importance. There is already an impressive
body of research that informs the program of edu-
cation we have outlined. However, the nature and
ownership of education about IT in business is still
being deﬁned. Making progress requires a clear per-
ception of information technologies from a variety of
perspectives. The questions we have identiﬁed stem
from these perspectives and their answers come from
a variety of reference disciplines, such as economics,
sociology, computer science, and cognitive psychol-
ogy. What brings these answers together in a useful
way is a shared interest in and deep understanding
of IT on the part of researchers who also possess
a deep understanding of one or more of the other
disciplines relevant to business. Perhaps this is why
research in IS has often led other disciplines in writing
about how IT will alter the answers to their funda-
mental questions. Successful future education about
IT in business is likely to be strengthened by the
creation, across many business schools, of interdisci-
plinary groups of diverse and active researchers, each
of whom is grounded in a discipline of importance,
but who share this interest in and deep understanding
of information technologies.
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